
12-May-23 Fryer's Wheat Report
Chicago/SRW Kansas/HRW           M'polis HRS  Aussie

US Futures Jul Sep Dec Jul Sep Dec Jul Sep Jan 24
Previous 641.25 652.50 669.00 855.25 841.25 833.25 849.50 852.00 380.0

Close May 11 627.25 639.00 656.25 841.50 828.00 818.50 836.75 840.00 383.0
Change -14.00 -13.50 -12.75 -13.75 -13.25 -14.75 -12.75 -12.00 3.0

AUD/$ 0.670
        2SRW (Gulf) White Wht       HRW 11/12.5 Gulf       HRW 12/13.5 Gulf            2HRS 13.5 pro 

US Fob prem       $/mt PNW prem       $/mt prem       $/mt Lakes PNW
Jun 75 258.0 275.0 160 368.0 170 371.7 338.4 353.4
July 60 252.5 277.0 155 366.2 165 369.8 336.6 351.6
Aug 50 253.2 279.0 160 363.0 170 366.7 337.8 352.8
Sep 60 256.9 281.0 160 363.0 170 366.7 339.6 354.6

Other Fob CWRS 13.5 Arg 12% APW ASW Baltic     German  Russian Balkan B. Sea French
VCVR Up River WA SA 14 pro 12.5 pro 12.5 pro 12 pro 11.5 pro 11.5 pro

Jun 333.2 330 290 275 277.7 264.4 260.0 249.1 255.0 259.9
July 331.4 333 290 280 279.4 266.0 245.0 251.1 235.0 261.5
Aug 332.5 - 291 - 281.0 267.7 245.0 252.4 235.0 262.5
Sep 332.5 - 291 - 282.7 269.3 245.0 254.0 235.0 264.7

Peso 229.00 A$ 0.670 €/$ 1.0925 Rub 76.93
            Feed Wht Corn Matif CME B Sea Baltic Freight Indices

Feed Fob $ Bl. Sea Asia Asia Sep July May 11 May 10 Change
Jun 235.00 290-300 325-330 Previous 232.25 264.50 Panamax 1,445 1,481 -2.43%
July 215.00 285-295 325-330 Close May 11 232.00 264.50 Handy 635 638 -0.47%
Aug 215.00 285-295 325-330 Change -0.25 0.00 Dry 1,608 1,640 -1.95%

Crops/Weather: The US forecast is again little changed with temperatures a little cool, rain
across most of the Midwest and N Plains, but with the heart of the drought regions again missing
out. Canada stays warm and dry with soil moisture in retreat, whilst Europe keeps rain in
central regions but stays mostly dry in Iberia and Black Sea, with the spring wheat regions of
Russia and Kazakhstan also in need of rain. However Spain could see some relief next week and N
Africa also has a much better chance of rain, although it will be too late for crops. Argentina
remains warm and almost entirely dry, Australia is dry except for showers in QLD.
Trade: US export sales were just 26kt old crop but an improved 334kt new crop. The current
season total of 695 Mbu is 80 Mbu below the USDA's projection with just 3 weeks remaining.
Markets: It was a down day for US wheat futures yesterday, but KC still closed up 10¢ on the
week, whilst MGE was flat. Chicago however was down over 30¢ on the week at the close, and the
May KC-Chi spread closed at $2.78 (May expires today). Fresh news was limited to weekly export
sales which for the two campaigns combined were mid-range of expectations, whilst conflicting
reports continued all day on the corridor discussions. However there was little real cause for
optimism and futures are up 4-6¢ ahead of tonight's report where the HRW crop is the US focus.
The economic situation in Argentina continues to lurch towards disaster, with the Central Bank
reported to be "broke" having spent all of its liquid international reserves, plus another $1
billion on top. Farmers are not selling amidst a historic drought, an impending recession, and
expectations of a collapse in the Peso (the parallel rate today appears to be around 495 against
475 yesterday, and the current offical rate of 229). There is no let-up to the drought and no
rain in the forecast, but whilst BAGE said Wednesday that no real rains were expected till
September (when the possible planting season will have long been finished), we did not see
anything in their weekly report yesterday to change their acreage expectations of 6.7 mHa. This
would be a 10% increase in last year and a 22-year high, and looks increasingly unlikely. (This
will be one of the key wheat numbers in tonight's report).
Aussie futures are higher this morning but still lower on the week, despite yesterday's sharp
drop in the AUD. Recall ABARES put the Aussie crop at 28.2 Mmt against last year's record 39.2
Mmt due to El Nino, and we expect the USDA will be pretty close to this number tonight.
Matif wheat closed marginally lower with little fresh input and a lack of any decision from the
corridor talks. Algeria may finally have bought as much as 720kt, of which around 150-200kt is
expected to be Russian, with the rest coming from the Balkans. Rainfall in Spain during the
first 4 months of 2023 was the lowest ever since records began, and importers continue to buy
wheat and feedgrains, particularly from France. The EU focus tonight will be on USDA old crop
exports (which at 35 Mmt are way too high), and on the consequent impact on 23/24 carry-in.
The nominal bid-offer on Russian 12.5 was $250-260, but there is little doubt that basis a
commercial freight, the OAIC sale was $245 Fob. As of last night, Moscow maintained that if they
don't get what they want by May 18, the corridor will stop! One of the main focus points in
tonight's report will be the Russian 22/23 crop, but whilst prices continue to argue the USDA is
wrong at 92 Mmt, we do not expect them to change it.
Outlook: There will be a mountain of data to digest tonight, and most of it will spark
significant debate. The EU and Russia should have large beginning supplies, N America probably
won't, whilst the S Hemisphere is too early to call. The USDA will ignore corridor politics,
overnight is up 4-6¢.
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